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Returning from the Dead His Secret Lover
Chapter 1735

Chapter 1735 You Are Really Kinky

When Matteo finally arrived at Cinnabar Harbor with his men, he realized that someone was
already there ahead of him.

At that moment, that person held a thin yet sharp weapon of blood-red color in his hand,
slaying everyone ruthlessly.

Spurt!

A jet of crimson blood spurted out.

At once, another person fell prey to the man’s sharp weapon and collapsed to the ground.

That scene was exactly the same as when he charged toward everyone at Elysium’s altar
back then.

Upon seeing that, Elizabeth, who was retreating toward the port under the protection of her
other men, immediately pointed at Kurt and shrieked, “Kill him! Finish him off!”

In other words, she ordered the men around her to lift their guns and kill Kurt right away.

Consequently, Matteo saw a man beside her whipping out a submachine gun he had never
seen before.

Oh yes, wasn’t that old coot, Eddie, fond of doing research on such things before he died?
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His eyes promptly went cold. Raising the sniper rifle in his hand, he likewise pulled the
trigger.

Bang!

With a single shot, that man instantly dropped dead.

At that, Elizabeth’s face abruptly drained of all color.

She immediately swung her gaze in the direction of the gunshot. Unfortunately, all that
entered her line of vision was the sight of another bullet whizzing toward her.

Bang! Bang! Bang!

Gunshots rang out successively, making it unquestionable that the shooter must be mowing
everyone down like a gust of wind blowing fallen leaves away.

In no time, everyone at the harbor met their end at Matteo’s rifle, leaving the old lady the sole
survivor.

That included the situation on Kurt’s side. After he had also eliminated the last person, he
put away the Blood Arrow in his hand gracefully. Following that, the battle drew to an end for
real. That old hag was the only person who remained.

When Sebastian arrived, the three teenagers had already crippled Elizabeth’s hands and had
her kneel there while waiting for their father.

“It’s turned out that you were the culprit, Elizabeth Heard!”

“Yup, it was me indeed! Did you not miscalculate as well, Yariel? It never crossed your mind
that I was the person behind everything, huh?”

Surprisingly, Elizabeth felt superior when she saw the man who ruined the White family back
then and destroyed her lover, Eddie, in a single fell swoop.

She thought that she was the last person standing, far better than Alfred and Eddie.
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But no sooner had her words fallen than the man standing before her drawled with his eyes
pinned on her, “Indeed, it never crossed my mind. However, it wasn’t for any other reason
than the fact that I never expected the Heard family to be so kinky.”

“What did you just say? Who’s kinky?”

The instant Elizabeth heard that, she instantly flew into a rage as though she had been
stung.

“Is that not the truth? Eddie suffered from dwarfism. Although he later had prosthetics legs,
it was still relatively difficult if a woman wanted to have children with him.”

“How dare you?”

It was as though Elizabeth had been smacked hard across the face out of the blue, for her
entire face turned bright red.

Meanwhile, the three teenagers across from them were at a loss upon hearing that. What’s
Daddy talking about here? Why don’t we understand a single word?

Clearly, they were all good and innocent children.

Needless to say, Sebastian wouldn’t put things so bluntly either.

According to the diary Eddie left, he was an exceedingly depraved man. He had a physical
defect, yet he craved women. Therefore, one could only imagine how wretched he was.

However, the Heard family arranged for their daughter to serve him at that time.

No one knew what happened then, but judging from the current situation, Elizabeth even
wanted to make a comeback for him.

Hence, her experience then must have been pretty great, more so than that with her legal
husband, Alfred.

All that was sufficient to prove his point.
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“Fine. Since you want to put it in such a manner, I admit that I indeed made a mistake this
time. But it never occurred to you either that you’d die at the hands of your own son in the
end, no?” said Sebastian.

“He was nothing more than a piece of trash!”

Elizabeth was so resentful that her expression contorted in fury, and she gritted her teeth
hard. She was Colton’s mother, but at the mention of the man right then, she seemingly
detested him so much that she wished he would never be reincarnated even after his death.

When Ian heard that, he grew so livid that he stepped forward and slapped her.

“You’re the piece of trash! Can you compare with him? Do you think you can still make
something of yourself after Eddie’s death by leading those small fries? Let me tell you that
anyone with half a brain should do as he did. Surviving takes precedence over everything
else!”

He enunciated every single word as he tore into her. He had always been indifferent, but for
the first time ever, he blew up in front of that despicable woman.

He was incandescent for no other reason than the final remark Colton said to him.

The man asserted that Duncan’s death had nothing to do with Ian. Instead, it was all his
doing.

One might wonder whether Colton was dumb to the core, but that wasn’t true.

He was actually incredibly smart.

No one knew when he became aware of his background, but whether he knew or otherwise,
he had always lived in obscurity at The Ataraxy.

Even someone as shrewd as Sebastian didn’t notice anything amiss with him.

It was because he knew that when one wanted to continue living despite the lethal dangers
around oneself, the only thing one could do was to play safe and protect himself.
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Returning from the Dead His Secret Lover
Chapter 1736

Chapter 1736 Extreme

“You think that you’re exceptionally smart while your son was terribly stupid. But let me tell
you this—if you hadn’t gone to look for him, he would’ve continued living as part of the
Jadeson family. His two children would’ve also lived to adulthood in this world, got married,
and had children. A small tree can’t withstand a great storm, but once it has grown into a
gigantic tree, do you think it still doesn’t stand a chance against the storm?”

Hearing Ian’s words, Elizabeth was rendered dumbstruck.

“Also, why didn’t Eddie reveal the fact that Colton was his son? Do you really think that he
disdained him?”

That final utterance of Ian’s was akin to a bolt of lightning to Elizabeth.

She stared at him blankly. It was also then that she finally realized she had done an
extremely foolish thing. Her arrogance had personally destroyed everything Eddie put in
place before his death.

Worse still, she caused her son’s death.

“T-That’s not true! You’re lying!”

She went insane, starting to deny the truth vehemently, refusing to believe whatever Ian
said.

In fact, even Sebastian at the side glanced at his son in slight surprise upon hearing all that.
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How did he suddenly comprehend so much? I didn’t analyze all that with him, nor had I ever
seen him so sharp-witted before. Could it be that it’s because he has really grown up?

In the end, Sebastian had someone drag Elizabeth away.

Upon seeing that, Matteo promptly stepped forward. “Daddy, was Ian right? Grandpa Colton
actually harbored ill intentions toward us?”

It turned out that he was also shocked by his brother’s remarks earlier and couldn’t quite
accept it.

Sighing, Sebastian reached out and ruffled his hair.

“No. Although he was smart, I believe that he wanted to be an ordinary person more than
anything else. Look, how did he treat you guys when you were young? Also, when Vivi was
bitten by a venomous snake just now, didn’t he give you the antidote immediately?” he
consoled.

Only then did the teenager who had shot up to almost his height nod firmly with red-rimmed
eyes. “Yeah, I think so too!”

Matteo was also a mellow teenager in temperament. Perhaps it was because he grew up in
an environment filled with sunshine and love since young, but he would rather believe in the
beauty and kindness of this world.

Soon, Matteo escorted Elizabeth away with his men.

Ian stood in front of his father with his head lowered, saying nary a word. Standing with him
was Kurt, who had blood stains all over his body and face.

Sebastian ignored his elder son temporarily but turned his gaze to the other teenager, whose
expression appeared a touch stiff and uneasy right then.

“You’ve recovered?”

“Yes, Mr. Hayes.”
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He dipped his eyes as the familiar address finally drifted into the air once more.

All at once, Sebastian felt a sense of relief suffusing him as he stood there, the boulder that
had been weighing on him for the longest time was lifted off at long last.

“It’s good that you’ve recovered. Send Vivi to the hospital first. I’ll go and look for you in a
while.”

“Sure, Mr. Hayes.”

From Sebastian’s words, it didn’t sound as though the man held him liable.

Feeling much lighter, Kurt instantly agreed. Then, he whirled around and sprinted off.

He actually didn’t know how he managed to hang on during this period of time.

His only thought after spotting Sebastian revolved around whether the man would be
infuriated that he didn’t take good care of the daughter he cherished like a precious gem.

After all, he put her through the wringer.

However, the man didn’t blame him in the least. Instead, he still treated him the same as
before.

As Kurt ran along the street, he felt a wealth of warmth within him at that very moment.

In the end, Sebastian went back with Ian.

As they sat in the car and headed home, there was no communication between them for a
long time while darkness gradually fell outside the window. It was so quiet that Ian could
only hear the sound of his own breathing.

His fingers that had been curled into fists tightened even further.

“Mr. Hayes, it’s Lemlin Palace ahead. The royal residence just called, saying that the king
prepared a feast there and is waiting for you,” the driver who was driving at the front
reminded, breaking the silence just then.
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The royal residence? It turns out that Daddy has an appointment for dinner with the king?

Ian’s mood abruptly took a nosedive.

“I won’t be attending it. Tell the king that I’m rather tired today and that I’m taking my kids
away for a vacation. Find a good hot spring resort.”

“Understood.”

The driver swiftly changed the route.

Ian was entirely stumped.

The silence dragged on until they arrived at the entrance of the hot spring resort, and the car
came to a stop. This time, Sebastian turned and looked at his elder son, who hadn’t said a
single word to him.

“Let’s go. I’ll bring you up there for some relaxation.”

“Daddy…”

Ian lifted his head. Despite trying his best to hold his tears at bay, one could still vaguely see
that his eyes were slightly red-rimmed.

In truth, he knew full well that he had gone a little overboard when he tore into that woman
at the harbor earlier. It wasn’t that his analysis went wrong, but his thoughts on the entire
matter were too dark.

Honestly speaking, the possibility of Colton being the kind of person he described was low.

A small tree could grow into a gigantic tree, and then, it would have destructive power.

Naturally, anyone would be afraid upon hearing such words. If one were to go with his
words, the next thing one had to do were to eliminate Colton’s two children at once so that
there would be no loose ends.
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